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Top Secret: Journalist Dossier

««« By Christine Russell
Christine Russell was a pre-service teacher at Brock University when she wrote this
article. Christine was a recipient of the 2013 Don Galbraith Pre-service Teacher
Award of Excellence with this submission.

– T O P  S E C R E T –

Dear Science Journalist, 

Your fellow reporters in the crime se
ction at the Burlington Gazette h

ave recently

noticed a pattern of incidents involv
ing the use of household chemicals a

nd cleaning

products in the commission of crime
s. These crimes range from attempt

ed poisoning 

to arson and aggravated disinfectio
n. While we all use various products 

in the home 

to clean and sanitize, some of our ve
ry own products clearly have potent

ial health 

and environmental impacts. Someth
ing must be done! 

While the Crime Journalists report o
n current events, it will be your task

 as the lead

Science Journalist to investigate on
e of the recently used products and

 provide an 

in-depth chemical and health analys
is (and hopefully a paper-selling expo

sé)! There are

alternatives to many of the chemica
ls being used in these crimes and yo

u will also be

required to select an appropriate, “g
reener” product as a replacement op

tion for our

readers (think about the advertising
 money to be made)! 

– C L A S S I F I E D –



My expectations for your report are
 as follows: 

1. Name and brand of the chemical.

2. Name of the active ingredient(s) of t
he product and the chemical formula

.

3. What is the average concentration o
f this ingredient in the product (if av

ailable)?

4. Is the active ingredient an ionic or m
olecular compound?

5. What are the human health impacts
 (toxicity, MSDS, chemical interact

ion, etc.)?

6. What are the environmental health i
mpacts?

7. Do the risks outweigh the benefits?
 Or vice-versa? 

8. What is a greener alternative?

(a)  What are the active ingredient(s
)?     (b)  Chemical formula?      (c)  Ion

ic or molecular?

Format

You will be summarizing your investi
gation in a brief article, about 250 w

ords long.

Some of the products you may choo
se from that have been used crimina

lly so far: 

• Chlorine-based bleach
• Window cleaner

• Fertilizer

• Oven cleaner
• Stain remover

• Pesticide

• Drano

Check-Ins

To make sure you’re on track for our
 publication deadline on ________

________ , this is the support  I’ll
 be offering to you:

Day 1

– Full access to the computer lab for r
esearch purposes;

– One-on-one consultation with Edito
r in Chief to make sure you’ve select

ed a product and that it will be appr
opriate for 

our investigative purposes;

Day 2

– Full access to the computer lab for a
dditional research on your chosen pr

oduct;

– Editor in Chief will be available to pro
vide feedback and answer questions

;

Day 6

– Peer editing of drafts in small group
s;

– Feedback and constructive commen
ts (1 star, 1 wish).

Sincerely,

Ms. Russell, Editor in Chief, Burling
ton Gazette

P.S. If you’re looking for that promo
tion to Science Editor, then make su

re your work goes above and beyond
 the criteria in Level 3. 

This is what I will use to evaluate you
r report.
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Assessment Rubric

Criteria Level 3 Feedback

Knowledge • Demonstrates
– Understanding understanding
of chemistry of the chemistry

– Answers questions behind the
products
and alternatives.

• Answers all
questions
in detail.

[8]

Application • Explains the
– Health impacts health and
– Environmental environmental
impacts impacts of the

products and
alternatives.

[4]

Communication • Communicates
– Spelling and findings on products
grammar effectively with

– Complete summary minimal spelling
– Referencing and grammar errors.

• Summarizes all
information
reasonably well
without plagiarizing.

• Provides at least
[4] three references.

Editor’s Note: Normally, a proper rubric would have three or four levels. The teacher in this case is trying to make 
a point that she expects no less than a level three. If you feel you would like to include a complete rubric, it 
wouldn’t be too difficult to create a full one for your use here.


